
Meet canophera.
Sustainable, award 
winning dog chews.
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Inventor of the  original  dog chew 
  made of coffee wood



CANOPHERA
IS the

LEADING
PRODUCER

OF NATURAL
DOG CHEWS
MADE FROM

SUSTAINABLE
RESOURCES.

Our Success story.
We have a deep love for dogs, which drove us to understand their 
behavior and look to satisfy their basic needs. What started as asmall-
scale company in 2012, soon developed into the leading producer and 
distributor of natural dog chews. Together with our sales partners, we 
supply to more than 20 countries worldwide and have sold over three 
million products since 2018.

Our mission.
It is our mission to provide 
our loyal companions with 
products that bring calm 
and pleasure back into 
their everyday, while 
meeting their natural 
desire to chew. That is 
why we created natural 
chew sticks. 



we want 
nature

Wild and 
protected.

Just like 
our dogs.

At CANOPHERA, 
our responsibility 
extends beyond 
creating delightful 
and sustainable 
products for our furry 
friends. We envision 
a future where pet 
care is synonymous 
with environmental 
stewardship. By 
upcycling byproducts 
for dog chews, we 
give them a second 
purpose. All our raw 
material is sourced in 
a sustainable way, 
protecting nature as 
much as possible.
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Our products.
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All about sizes.
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FAQS about our dog chew 
made of briar root.
What is Briar Root?
Briar is the root of the Heather Tree (Erica Arborea) and grows naturally in the Mediterranean region of Europe. Due to 
its durability and beauty, it is traditionally used for exclusive tobacco pipe production. Some dogs are really aggressive 
chewers that need an even more durable material than our award-winning CANOPHERA coffee wood chews, so we 
decided to add the briar roots from of briar wood to our lineup.

Where does our briar root come from?
Our briar root is sourced sustainably from the Mediterranean region of Europe. It is harvested by small family businesses 
in the traditional way by hand without the use of heavy machinery. This method keeps the forest intact and helps to 
preserve this unique landscape and related way of living for future generations.

What makes briar root chews special for your dog?
For the heavy chewers where our Original CANOPHERA coffee wood chews were not hard enough, our Briar Roots 
might be the perfect solution. Like all of our other chews, chewing on the Briar Root helps dogs relax and supports their 
dental health. Our Briar Roots do not contain any additives or artificial ingredients and have zero calories. And of course, 
they satisfy a dog‘s natural desire to chew.

Looking for more 
infos? click or 
scan the qr code 
to check our 
FAQ videos.



All about sizes.





FAQS about coffee+coco, our dog chew 
made of coffee wood and coconut rope.
Where do our coffee wood and coconut rope come from?
Our coffee wood and coconut rope are sourced from Vietnam – the world’s second largest producer of coffee. The 
coffee wood we are using, is a byproduct of coffee production. By upcycling this byproduct, CANOPHERA is offering 
a sustainable solution for local famers. The coconut rope is handmade by small, local family business where this kind 
of rope from the husk of the coconut has been manufactured for generations. In cooperation with this family, we 
developed a rope perfectly suited as dog chew, with more threads than usual to support teeth hygiene in a better way.

What makes coffee+coco special for your dog?
This chew combines two different materials to offer your dog an exciting chewing experience. We are only using 
100% all-natural material in our chews – no additivies, no artifical ingredients, no fat. So, they are a healthy, plastic-
free alternative to other toys. The special fiber structure of wood as well as rope acts like a tooth brush. And the short, 
untreated fibers of the coconut rope don‘t harm your dog when ingested. Also, the combination of wood and rope 
makes it easy for your dog to grab or tug at the chew. Like this, it can serve as chew and toy, especially for younger 
dogs.



All about sizes.
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FAQS about our DOG CHEW 
MADE OF A SHEEP HORN.
Where does our sheep horn come from? 
With our dedicated mission of extensive farming and preserving traditional lifestyles, we sustainably 
source our sheep horns mainly from rural communities where free range farming is still practiced in a 
traditional way.

What makes our sheep horns beneficial for your dog?
Our Sheep Horn chew is packed with an irresistible taste, is high in protein and helps keep every 
dog’s coat healthy and shiny. Our Sheep Horns are low in fat, 100% natural and its fibers are fully 
digestible. Like all our chews, our Sheep Horns are free from artificial ingredients, support a dog‘s 
dental hygiene, and help relieve stress.  So, if you are looking for a natural chew that is low odor, 
slightly softer than antlers, and a great source of natural protein, our Sheep Horn dog chews are a 
great choice for your dog. 

Looking for more 
infos? click or 
scan the qr code 
to check our 
FAQ videos.



All about sizes.
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FAQS about THE CANOPHERA 
DOG CHEW MADE OF Red deer antlers.
Where do our red deer antlers come from? 
Our red deer antlers are sourced from Central Europe’s deep natural forests. After mating season 
each year, the free range male deer shed their antlers. Shortly afterwards, the discarded antlers are 
safely collected by hand. This way, no deer are harmed for any of our antler chews. We are honored 
to partner with some of the most experienced antler collectors, which gives us reliable access to the 
highest quality Grade A Antlers, providing dogs with healthy minerals and other substantial 
components which are naturally available from these antlers.

What makes our red deer antlers beneficial for your dog?
Our red deer antlers are packed with minerals and calcium. They also contain glucosamine and 
chondroitin to support joint health and mobility. They are low odor and non-allergenic. Full antlers 
are the most durable natural material that we use for our dog chews. Our antlers even stand up to 
the strongest power chewers and can last for a long period of time, providing health benefits along 
with a fun, positive chewing experience.  

Looking for more 
infos? click or scan 

the qr code to 
check our FAQ 

videos.



All about sizes.
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FAQS about THE CANOPHERA DOG CHEW 
MADE OF Red deer antler splits.
Where do our red deer antlers come from? 
Our red deer antlers are sourced from Central Europe’s deep natural forests. After mating season 
each year, the free range male deer shed their antlers. Shortly afterwards, the discarded antlers are 
safely collected by hand. This way, no deer are harmed for any of our antler chews. We are honored 
to partner with some of the most experienced antler collectors, which gives us reliable access to the 
highest quality Grade A Antlers, providing dogs with healthy minerals and other substantial 
components which are naturally available from these antlers.

What makes our red deer antlers beneficial for your dog?
Our red deer antlers are packed with minerals and calcium. They also contain glucosamine and 
chondroitin to support joint health and mobility. They are low odor and non-allergenic. Antler 
splits are suitable for any dog from soft to moderate chewers, as these provide direct access to the 
tasty marrow. 

Looking for more 
infos? click or scan 

the qr code to 
check our FAQ 

videos.



All about sizes.



Dog Chew stick made 
of olive wood.

Our dog chew sticks made of olive wood are popular for being 
durable and long-lasting. Collected by hand, the olive wood 
offers extended chewing pleasure for your dog. Best suited for 
all dogs with normal to strong chewing habit.

verfügbar IN

Designed in Germany. Handmade in the Mediterranean Region in Europe.

Helps address 
behavioral issues.

A perfect way 
to relieve stress.

Extra tough. Reduces boredom 
and increases 

pleasure.

Zero calories.No artificial 
ingredients.

Strengthens 
teeth and keeps 

them clean.

Vegan. Reduces tension 
in new surroundings 
or while traveling.

long-lasting.



All about sizes.



Our support for your 
Point of sale.
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wooden display.
Our premium solution to maximize impact 
and raise awareness in a natural way.

SHELF display.
High awareness solution 
also for limited space.

premium hangtag.
It provides all relevant 

information to customers. 
Now new with euro punching.

In the future 
also available 

for new 
products.



Let‘s grow together.
CANOPHERA GmbH 

Hovestr. 55 – 48431 Rheine – Germany

 +49 5971 9979923 – info@canophera.com  
www.canophera.com
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